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Short-term survey: 15 respondents
60-day follow-up survey: 328 respondents

Level of
Knowledge

“The structure of the webinar and variety of perspectives was
excellent.”
“This training made has made me feel empowered enough to use my voice
and speak my truth.”
“Arlene and Casey were just full of awesome information. It was evident they
were well prepared. I slept in my last webinar, but this one had me hopping.
Then came Justin Carter – one more minute of him, and I would have been in
tears. Wow! Wow! Wow! I just want to put them all on a plane and fly them to
Alaska where I am struggling to keep up with all the white faces that do not
have a clue.”
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“The energy and passion of your speakers for this series was inspiring. Each
brought a unique perspective to the topic.”
“I loved the positivity despite the chaos that has been going on around us. Very helpful insight and skills to practice.”
“I liked how well the co-facilitators presented the information together, seamlessly and in very understandable yet
concrete way.”
“I appreciate that this training challenged gender stereotypes and had such clear data on male survivors.”
“Clear, easy to follow information. Amazing team work and colleague on colleague support (warming to see)! Great
material!”
“I left the webinar feeling hopeful and ready to continue my work as an advocate.”
“Sometimes, presenters have the tendencies to not paint the picture the way life really is, however, this was not case
in this training! It was real and so relatable!!”

Were you able to apply the knowledge/tools gained to your daily work?
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“I have been able to use some of the skills to deal with everything going on and also to
talk to the rest of the staff about it. I got some great response by checking in with people.”
“I lost my mom during this time and the information helped me with my season of
challenge as well as my community as they faced a great deal of trauma.”
“My role offers education for many of our volunteers – it had helpful content to help teach
empathy for our volunteers.”
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“This training had helpful tools that were relevant for both clients and staff. I have shared much of the information
about it being okay to acknowledge the stress we are each feeling during this time and the importance of stopping
what we are doing, acknowledging, taking a breath, etc. It was also important to know that as essential workers (social
work), we have to be careful of not make our identity all about our work because we get caught thinking, I don't have
time to stop and rest because people are counting on me."
“The techniques to keep focused have helped me stay engaged in my work.”
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Short-term survey: 10 respondents
“The breadth of materials sent to me and the efforts it must have taken to put them together.”
“The response was positive and quick.”
“Patty provided a quick yet thorough response that included insights and analysis to tools.”

How were you able to apply the knowledge/tools gained to your daily work?
“The materials sent will be incorporated into materials distributed to law firms throughout the country.”
“We are using this information to aid us in developing guidelines for addressing IPV in our mental health/substance
use treatment.”

How was your daily practice changed or enhanced as a result of this TA?
“The TA provided will help me to elevate my work to train others about health disparities.”
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Pop-up survey: 182 respondents
How do you anticipate your daily practice being changed or enhanced as a result of
the resources you found today?
“This is an added resource in my studies.”
“I will utilize what I found to create something that meets my client’s needs.”
“It is more helpful information I will have to help my fellow community members as I do outreach events.”
“This will help me develop a training.”
“Better understanding of the challenges faced by the transgender community will make me a better ally and
advocate.”
“It made me feel validated that my work is important and other people are moving in the same direction. It has given
me courage and optimism.”
“I’ll have great citations for my training presentations and encourage evidence-based practices.”
“I’m disabled and can’t work for money, but I volunteer for several support group type spaces where abuse is one of
the central topics, and I often get asked to represent trans people’s experience since I’m trans. The info will help with
that.”
“I’m a board member for a new organization serving the Latinx community. The trauma informed series is a good
resource for the new advocates there and ED.”
“As a professor, I have students who need help to escape DV homes and associations. Now that we are all online and
more people are staying home I need even more resources to help as often their tormentor is in the same room. I am
going to make a page of resources for help, place them in all my classes and share them with faculty across my
campus.”

